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About This Content

Night Fever!

Moonlight filtering through a sleeping forest, early morning mist filling the fields, a light show on the fairgrounds and a flock of
FPV quads competing on a neon-track. The world of Liftoff has Night Fever!

This DLC Includes

A nighttime version of Straw Bale

A nighttime version of Pine Valley

A glow party version of Minus Two

A nighttime version of Autumn Fields

A nighttime version of Liftoff Arena

A nighttime version of Hannover

A nighttime version of Paris Drone Festival
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A nighttime version of The Pit

A nighttime version of The Green

A nighttime version of Hall 26

A nighttime version of Bardwell's Yard

A cyberpunk version of The Drawing Board

20 exclusive glow in the dark frame skins

Exclusive glow in the dark propellers

2 new themed songs by Nightime Burnout
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Title: Liftoff - Night Fever
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
LuGus Studios
Publisher:
LuGus Studios
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4Ghz or better

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 960 / Radeon HD 7750 or better, 1GB video card memory

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only playable with a game controller or remote. Single screen setups recommended. Integrated Intel HD
graphics cards not recommended.

English,French
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English:
Is it allowed to talk about "a wonderful game" when the game is about depression and suicide? Overall a short but really thought-
provoking game. While playing it you already think about what's going on and try to solve it yourself. The music fits perfectly.
The graphics aren't hyped up, they are discreet in a world of sad thoughts. Definitely recommend it! Hope the developer will
release more kind of that game.

Deutsch:
Kann man sagen "ein schönes Spiel", wenn es um Depressionen und Selbstmord geht? Ein sehr gelungenes, wenn auch kurzes
Spiel, das einen nachdenklich macht. Hervorragend ist, dass man sich noch während dem Spielen seine Gedanken macht und
versucht alles was man sieht, was man liest, zu interpretieren. Stimmungsvoll unterlegt mit Musik. Auch dieser nicht zu
überdrehte, leicht zurück genommene Grafikstil passt zu den traurigen Gedanken. Eine klare Empfehlung von mir. Hoffe die
Entwickler werden weitere solcher Games veröffentlichen.. Eggcelent game. Simple, but a very powerful piece of software.
Definitely useful.

However it is really expensive - if you just create games as a hobby (as I do), I'd probably wait for a sale. I got this from Humble
Bundle for a few bucks, and it has definitely been worth that.. Hoped it would be similiar to slay the spire, but with a bit more
story. the fights don´t have real choices (chapter 1) with 3 /4 cards the choice is obvious most times.... This is an absolute great
indie game, EXTREMLY challenging, yet simple. I love the fact that you can customise your own charater. Haven't quite been
able to play with the level editor but i exspect it will be just as good as the main campain. Final thought, Expect to rage! Highly
Recommend this to anyone. Great Game. Quite a simplistic game of choosing squares for firing and avoiding. The "completely
RNG" description of the game suggests to me that there's no skill involved - everything is random, yet you are required to
choose squares. I'm not sure how your choice affects the outcome of the game. For my tastes, the game is a little too basic.

See gameplay https:\/\/youtu.be\/gN6KcRXI7Ow. Do I recommend this DLC? No, unless you can get it on sale for $1 or so.

The new characters aren't that exciting, with the exception of Dark Phoenix. They don't offer any new abilities, since that would
require rebuilding the game mechanics. The Spider-mobile and Sky Cycle are some of the most irritating vehicles in the game,
and the races that require them are, as a result, some of the most irritating in the game.

Dark Phoenix is one of the most versitle characters since she has flight, fire beams, and telepathy\/telekenisis. However, it isn't
worth $5 in order to switch between characters a few less times.. very good JRPG game ............. It's a very nice game , and a
fun one aswell :D. This is an incredibly neat little game. Highly recommended!
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Great product in my opinion. Never had an issue. It's amazing for updating semi-derelict computers.. Holy crap this is not worth
$10. A bullet-hell game that looks like a student project, and it fundamentally misunderstands what makes a bullet-hell game
enjoyable. Uses poor contrast to ramp difficulty, instead of challenging the player with difficult movement. Explains virtually
nothing about upgrades, making it hard to predict what the progression would even be like, assuming there is meaningful
choices to be made.. Very enjoyable game. Hope to see an Atlantic and a Mediterranean map. Would be fun to take on the
Germans and Italians.. You liked to play "pipewalker" then is this something for you too!
Keep your brain cells trained, mellow ambient and music!. As someone who played the early Adeptus Titanicus tabletop game
way back in the late 80's, I've waited a very long time for this game!
I must say that my first impressions of this early version of the game are that it's great, it has really fun addictive gameplay. The
graphics (especially of the maps) need alot more detail as they are very basic so far, and I'd love to see these massive titans
movements impact the scenary much more as well. Titan damage / destruction is also quite graphically basic at the moment, as
are the sound effects.
I would love to see lots of troops / walkers and vehicles scurrying around in the battle feild as well, with the ability to blast them
to oblivion..... just for fun!
However, I appreciate that this is just a very early version, and I really hope that the end game will improve the graphics / sound
effects etc. and I'm really looking forward to the campaign mode!
The titans themselves look great, especially the warlord class - just awesome!
Great game so far, but has the potential to be a fantastic game if finished properly!. Look at my playtime. This is how much you
get if you do this 100%....I can't say I really got much out of it. I enjoyed it...to an extend, the dialogues were painful, Diego just
doesn't cuss and basically it feels like they let the sequel do the junior's department. There's so much wrong in this, I can't even
count the mistakes they made. If you're a lore nerd you also get the information the game gives you and at the end it turns out to
be unnecessary.

Why they didn't call it "ArcaniA: Slay the nasty♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ from the part before in a world our junior's
department created" is beyond my understanding. Maybe because the title would take longer to read than the playtime. Really
disappointed from Spellbound.. my... arm...

it... hurts...

must... go... on...

*arm dislodges itself because of the speed of play*

you can easily use this song as a substitute for training your arms the traditional way, and that goes for both arms.. This is a 1v1
dueling game.
I've only played 4 hours so I can't tell you how seriously to take this game yet because your wand can only have 4 spells on it
plus the default teleport spell which you can't remove. Which means that there will either be the case of:

a) One wand aka spell combo is the best in the game or on a specific map, and everyone should be using it.
b) It's rock paper scissor.

But a better player can ofcourse still win even as an underdog. And the spell combo advantages against other spell combos could
be very small.

The game is super fun so far and waiting times are very short (30 sec - 2 min) to be matched against another player. I get
matched against mostly new players and I win probably about 99% at least on my way to level 10+. It wasn't before about level
13 that I got matched against a couple high ranked players.

I recommend reading the wiki here: http:\/\/wiki.wandsgame.com\/wiki and joining the discord channel.. Would be good if it
wasn't a glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing mess! unplayable.. I know this is late in the product's "life cycle", but maybe someone is just
discovering this title. I am a casual gamer, but I like some hardcore titles, and have a serious rig for the newer stuff. I have
played many of the top FPS games, but this was one of my first genuine squad-based games.

I found this "new" approach to a combat game very intriguing and fun. While I usually prefer to be looking down the sights, I
greatly enjoyed this style of play. You command one of two squads of four soldiers, and can switch back and forth between
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them at will, choosing which position you want to lead from while directing the other squad. It's all about learning and
implementing proper flanking and cover tactics, using one squad to cover the other, or to create a diversion to draw the attention
of the enemy while your squad moves to a better position. When done well, it's a very rewarding feeling as one squad takes out
the surprised threat from the side or rear.

I do agree with a couple of the complaints I've read in these reviews: there should definitely be more grenades available for use,
especially for the M203 (what soldier would only carry two rounds of ammo for this vital weapon?), and they should get
resupplied when the squads restock their rifle ammo. Also, you should be able to progress with a casualty or two, and get
reinforcements at the beginning of the next mission--having to stop everything and carry a guy all the way back to wherever the
last resupply truck is gets old. Having some way to render first aid on-site would've been nice. Having a little more range on
hand-thrown grenades would also be nice--the game forces you too close on tosses due to the very limited range. These are all
goals that would aid in the realism, as real troops would not have these limitations.

Those nits aside, this is a very fun game. It looks quite good for the time of release, and there is a nice variety of
terrain\/obstacles to route your squads through. Those looking for a good military game with a different feel from standard
shooters would do well to try this one. Sure, it's a little old, and I'm sure there are newer ones that do many things better, but you
could do a heck of a lot worse (especially for the tiny price you'd pay for a copy these days). I haven't played a lot of squad
games, so I don't know what they may do differently, but I found this to be a very entertaining game for my tastes. Give it a shot
(no pun intended!).
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